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Forced Vaccinations: Next on the Regime’s Agenda?
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Frances Kelsey died six years ago at 101. A
physician and pharmacologist who reviewed
new drugs for the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, Kelsey saved untold
thousands of children from horrible birth
defects. In 1960, she blocked the sale of
poorly tested thalidomide in the United
States. European and African nations had
approved the morning-sickness drug with
the now-famous result: babies with
malformed or missing arms and legs, along
with eye and facial deformities and brain
damage. Most Americans don’t know or
remember Kelsey, but those of a certain age
remember the heart-rending pictures and
films of those infants and children.

Government officials the world over seem determined to repeat the mistake. They are pushing, and in
some cases mandating, mass inoculation with the experimental China Virus vaccines. Terrified of the
lab-made pathogen because of the leftist media’s 24-7 megaphone, the sheeple have complied.

In May, President Biden said the vaccinated would no longer be required to wear a mask. Now, because
of breakthrough cases and the so-called Delta Variant, the Centers for Disease Control says the
vaccinated should wear masks inside public places if they live in virus “hot spots.” Biden has asked
federal attorneys whether he can force Americans to get the jab.

Constitutionally, the answer is no. But consider what Biden asked: Do I have the power to stick a needle
in the arm of every man, woman, and child in the country? 

No Jab, No Mask, No Service
Even if Biden decides he can’t mandate vaccinations directly, he can still easily persuade power-hungry
blue- and even red-state governors to lock down the economy again until all Americans are vaccinated.
Governors could follow a “recommendation” from the Centers for Disease Control — whose leftist
director openly discusses vaccine passports — and require all businesses to impose masking for those
who cannot prove they are vaccinated. New York Mayor Bill de Blasio has ordered vaccine proof for
gyms, restaurants, and other public places. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has mandated vaccines
for state employees.Most businesses implore the unvaccinated to wear a mask, but do not inquire. Don’t
be surprised when governors crack down. 

“We have to knock on those doors, and we have to convince people, and put them in a car and drive
them and get that vaccine in their arm,” averred the megalomaniac Cuomo. “That is the mission.”

Cuomo is a “small man in search of a balcony,” as the late columnist Jimmy Breslin wrote of Rudy
Giuliani, but that aside, one can imagine what will happen to someone who refuses to hop into Cuomo’s
car.
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How Long Behind a Mask?
We need a Frances Kelsey to blow the whistle on these experimental vaccines, most notably those that
monkey with a person’s RNA. Thousands of deaths have been reported — far exceeding the average
annual reported deaths caused by all other vaccines combined. The vaccinated are contracting and
dying with the virus. NBC News has reported more than 125,000 breakthrough cases across 38 states.
However low the risk of an adverse reaction, if the vaccines wear off and boosters are needed after only
six months, the obvious observation is that they might not be as effective as advertised.

But practical problems can be resolved and pale next to what’s really at stake. 

“Make no mistake,” GOP House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy of California tweeted after the U.S.
Capitol physician reinstated a mask mandate for a largely vaccinated Congress. “The threat of bringing
masks back is not a decision based on science, but a decision conjured up by liberal government
officials who want to continue to live in a perpetual pandemic state.”

That’s right. 

Vaccine mandates, or “passports” to avoid renewed mask mandates and lockdowns, are just the
beginning. CDC’s guidance suggests that public officials will mandate masking and lockdowns even if
everyone is vaccinated. Thus, the “pandemic” will never end, and we will be forever stuck in the “new
normal,” which will justify a massive fortification of the government’s anarcho-tyrannical power to code
and trace our activities, then meddle in and possibly micromanage our most routine activities for the
sake of our “health.” 

As others have observed, it’s one thing to quarantine those with a deadly contagious disease, a just and
sensible public health measure. But forcing the healthy — including mostly unaffected children — to
wear masks and quarantine, or receive experimental vaccines, arrogates authority of a different order.
It usurps an individual’s most basic rights, not least the right to be left alone and make health
decisions. 

It’s too late to find another Frances Kelsey. It’s not too late to fight this totalitarian power grab.
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